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“Of course, I was a Mars man right from the beginning.”
Dr. Konrad Dannenberg

We have a dream
All over the world children and teenagers are equally enthusiastic of astronautics. It
fascinates them. And some of them even understand that only astronautics offers an
opportunity to break out of the closed system Earth and also offers a future. They still
have dreams and the abilities to achieve them. Some people never outgrow these
dreams.
But for most of them these dreams eventually fade away because they are not lived
and seem to be out of reach. How often in your life do you have the chance to meet a
real astronaut? How often do you have the chance to touch a real spaceship?
Who leads students into the hottest fields of research – which might also be their
possible future fields of activity? Where are those opportunities provided?
Thus we set ourselves the goal to introduce international astronautics to students
before they choose their career, to introduce astronauts and cosmonauts to them and
also visualize the idea of Space Exploration. We let students run through a training
program for cosmonauts, were guests at a STS lift-off at Cape Canaveral, visited the
simulator for the starships to Mars and beyond and participated at the NASA
Moonbuggy Race as the first international team after only six weeks of construction
and preparation. The directors of the leading space agencies always welcomed our
small groups, at the head the always likeable Yvonne, Ambassador for Space
Education, with open arms.
Now our students just started to attend university in the fields of aeronautics and
astronautics, with some already working in Moscow on studies on mining robots
being developed especially for the moon.
These are the prospective and promising scientists we need for our future, otherwise
we might not even have a future at all!
Therefore we now want to win more than only 12 selected students per mission. We
want to open doors to the leading states in the field of astronautics to everyone.
We want the next generation to meet each other world-wide, to communicate via email or cellphone. We want the next generation to share the same great experiences
concerning astronautics and space exploration, we want them to meet both
astronauts and cosmonauts and together with them board simulators for spacecrafts.
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And afterwards we want them to play their own part in astronautics and space
education bringing in their own ideas.
Up to now our Space Education Institute was based on people with grassroots
experiences. This will be retained unchanged. But furthermore we plan to build our
own campus, expand our field trip programs, convert the students' ideas into
commercially available products providing a financial support for our institute and last
but not least to produce our own Space Education TV Series.
Especially the TV Series would be the missing link to the present. Our first concept
comprises approximately 200 episodes, including documentations on Space Centers
all over the world as well as the history and future of space exploration.
Please support us, the members of the German Space Education Institute, and our
dreams. You can say in future: “I don’t dreamed about it, I did it!”

This support may consist of all of the following four possibilities:
 Time
 Ideas
 Commitment
 Financial support
Please read the following reports of our students and feel their enthusiasm!

Yvonne & Ralf Heckel,
Moonrocketcity Huntsville,
95th birthday celebration of Konrad Dannenberg
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There´s so much to explore …
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There are much hearts …

Moscow, May 2007

Florida, May 2005
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2 years German Space Education: The anniversary
"Thank you America for this success. The Moonbuggy-Team Germany got the Rookie-Award & Best
Design Award in Huntsville 2007" Fazit after 2 years German Space Education: 60 excursions, 3
continents, 4 missions, hundreds of press releases,…..

This newsletter was translated by the students Vanessa and Nadine (16):
(Leipzig, 05/12/2007) It was the capper for students, parents, teacher, coaches and
all the partners. More than 100 charged guests attended at Saturday evening on the
area of the German Space Education Institute which is remodelled. For that, two
professors arrived from Moscow. Mr. Prof. von Puttkamer sent his greetings directly
from the NASA-Headquaters, Washington, per live-transfer with the words: “You
achieved a lot, now don’t rest on yours laurels.”
After the backshift to the achieved 5 missions of students on three continents
(Europe, America, Africa), it was looked in the future. So all participants cropped up
determined to complete the collected experiences on the area of technical career
possibilities. The head office of the Institute earns the description “campus”, so it is
wanted to continue to work. So the spin-off of economical corporations out of the
creative potential of the Institute and the following structure of the curricular was
discussed. The introduction of semesters with facultative knowledge of selected
branches of study of space travel belongs to that.
There was a surprise for all the industrial partners. They obtained a “thank you
packet” with original international newspaper reports, a moon buggy t-shirt of Bruno
Banani, the new script “break-out – a generation blazes a trail” and a DVD with the
best films of all missions. For a good visual judgment in future the Mädler GmbH
donated foot rules. But also the students were surprised. The “Kugel- und
Rollenlagerwerk Leipzig GmbH” honoured the engagement of the students with an
award of the middle industrial class. The professors from Moscow handed every
student the “diplom for a special learning efficiency” of the commission of the
Moscow Aviation Institute out.
The fact that also astronomers can have still another unusual hobby proved the
consultant Dr. Freudenberger together with the ambassador for space education
Yvonne. After a small magic conception the Hobbymagician “sawed” in front of our
guests the beautiful Yvonne. She got out of the stretching bank then however merrily
like always.
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teachers of German Space Education Institute in Kenya/Africa, lessons in astronomy
- without electrical power, computer or internet, but much fun!
Thank you John, director of Fumbini Primary School Kilifi. The goal in future:
coaching for the 1st Moonbuggy-Race competition of an Africa Team.
At May the 26th 2007 a group of german pupils travels to Moscow again, in order to
be present this time at the beginning of the biomedical preparations of the manned
Mars mission. At June the 8th 2007 starts with the space shuttle Atlantis launch in
Cape Canaveral a new track (Mission 4) with the goal of private space travel in the
suborbital block.
All participations of the past 2 years the best thanks! Keep it up!
Spacial thanks to Prof. Dr. Puttkamer (Jesco), Dr. Konrad (Konny) Dannenberg, Bill
(Reads) Readdy and all moonbuggy-competitors who celebrate with us in "El
Palacio" in Huntsville. Ask us for photos!
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NASA Grand Tour - 2005
For six months 12 German high school students have done just about everything to make one of their
dreams come true, namely being invited by NASA. They made it to see Thomas Reiter being launched
into the orbit - as the only delegation of their age group from Europe, and by invitation of the public
relations center of NASA headquarters.
Today is the day to say good-bye. At 9:30 PM the 18 members of the Space Education Institute start
their " Red Carpet Tour" through American space flight research. Within 14 days and 7,000 miles
the future engineers will get insights that were not open but to a few in the past. The highlights are the
shuttle start from Cape Canaveral, live reports with the crew in orbit, training in Houston, meeting with
German Apollo veterans, business meetings, and many presentations by the students themselves for
American students of the same age group. One of the objectives is being invited to a cosmonaut
training in Moscow in fall 2006.
We would like to encourage you to read our electronic diary. Please support our messengers of the
future with all your enthusiasm. If this trip keeps what it promises, these 12 students will become
excellent engineers, and they will help building the future of our country.
"It doesn't happen every day that you are invited by NASA. And yes, I'm excited, very tired. and I'm
sure I won't be able to sleep on the plane", says Dirk Schlichting (17) from Munich to the TV crew. Dirk
is standing in the boarding area of Düsseldorf airport with 10 other high school students from Saxony
and Thuringia. They all have one thing in common: they are wearing a label saying "NASA, German
sponsored HS students, Mission2".
A dream comes true. Students as well as chaperons are very excited. Only Yvonne, messenger for
space flight instruction, is taking a nap in a cozy chair after a 30-hour day. It's not her first trip to Cape
Canaveral to see the launch of a space shuttle.
The airbus is waiting outside at the tarmac, and it is sunny. Now we, Mission2, are finally heading for
Cape Canaveral. NASA's program just arrived a few minutes ago via email. It is quite elaborate and
promises us a "Red Carpet" welcome.
In about 10 hours we will be landing in Miami. A flight instruction school has invited our exceptional
group on short notice. Therefore, our exciting program will already start immediately after landing in
Miami, not far from the Everglades, but still a way to go to the Space Coast.
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The day of the days
Dirk Schlichting (student, 16 years old), Team Germany, Mission 2, Munich

Tuesday, July 4th
"Wake up! Stand up!" 8 o'clock a.m. Either the shuttle lauches today or we first go to
Houston, Johnson Space Center. The shuttle simply has got to launch - the weather
is perfect and with a chance of 80% we have lift-off today. Everyone ist happy and is
looking forward to launch. We're watching NASA TV. My mum phones me asking if
everythings alright at ours - everything's alright. Team Germany gives <GO FOR
LAUNCH>!
Ralf gets to know that we're allowed to come to the VIP- tribune for today. We're
lucky that the launch was cancelled the last two times when we were on the
Causeway. Now we are able to watch this spectacle from the Banana Creek - half
the distance to the launchpad than from the Causeway.
We pack our things because we plan to start our big trip to Houston after a
successful launch. The three vans are full with our lagguage and the bus that brings
us to Banana Creek already arrived. Passing by the VAB we are driven to the VIPtribune that is right beside the "Saturn V Center". The view is excellent. T-60min.
Half past one. T-20min. We have a 10 minutes hold. We're practicing our formation
for fotos during the first launch seconds. It looks like an arrow with the countdown
watch and the launchpad in the background. Anne and me sit down some meters
away and pray for a lift-off without problems. Fotos are shot again.
Quarter to two. T-9min and holding. Short interview with ABCnews. Back to the
countdown watch again, keeping the space for our fotos.
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Quarter past two. By an announcement over the speakers we hear that everyone at
Launch Control and Mission Control gave GO for launch. Now it's getting serious!
Everyone of us is getting nervous and first emotions come up.
T-1min 28sec. A security man forbits us to take our fotos right beside the countdown
watch. We have to change our location.
T-15sec.We have moved. Now we are right of the tribune with no people being
disturbed but with no countdown on the pictures. But better than nothing. Everxthings
ready. I think my brain wasn't able to do anything anymore.
T-6sec. The three SSMEs ignite. White clouds shoot up into the air.
T=0sec. The SRBs ignite. I can't think rightly anymore. Just a few seconds later after
the Shuttle has cleared the tower we all turn over and looked to Ralf. Clack - clack clack - clack. Another formation. Clack - clack - clack - clack. Within seconds 28 MB
fotos were shot. Ralf gives a sign and everybody turns back to the Space Shuttle
again. Following it with one's own eyes - these moments are incredible. The noise
lets vibrate my body. Please - no second STS-51L, no second STS-107! Discovery
gets higher and higher.
I'm at my goal. The Shuttle disappears behind it's own fog. Munich, January 2006.
Right now I'm standing here as the Team Germany at Cape Canaveral - and just a
few miles of me the Shuttle launches. Booster Seperation. Tears come to my eyes. I
want to be with you, STS-121! That's my dream for the last 6 years and one day it'll
become true. Though my binoculars I can only see three light blue spots - the three
SSMEs of Discovery. Two on top, one below. The orbiter flies up side down. We had
a great lift-off and now it is on it's way to orbit. I thank God.
I embarrace Anne. She believes in God, too. I couldn't and wouldn't change it running
tears of my eyes. The Team Germany, Mission 2 arrived at it's goal. We saw the liftoff of STS-121 on Discovery with german astronaut Thomas Reiter... finally, we did it!
Immeditely, all the people sitting on the tribune now stand up and get to their busses.
Just a few seconds later we get to know why: The ash of the SRBs rains down to the
ground again. And it burns by contct with the skin.
Everyone's confident on the bus. Some start to sing or laugh, or sat down quietly
moved. Ralf phones with Prof. von Puttkamer and we greet him with a loud "Team
Germany, Mission 2, Discovery, we're your next crew!" After this pleasure the whole
bus falls into a big hole: everyone's calm, some fall asleep (it doesn't matter when
they have got their eyes or mouth open, they just sleep).
Back to Radisson Hotel we have the chance to swim, sun, eat and surf as much as
we want to.
Tonight around 9 p.m. we left as a 3-cars convoi for our big trip. Wire Jacksonville we
wanted to reach Houston next evening.
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Houston - Recent News (Shortcut)
Clearlake City, July 6th 2006
-visit to Johnson Space Center Houston today
-arrived yesterday after 23 hour Non-Stop ride, tired but happy
-Firefighters of Houston prepared a delicious meal for the hungry team
-found accomodation in a nice motel
-9 am meeting with Peggy Wooten (Public Relation)
-then "Red Carpet Tour" including:
-EVA-Suit
-Shuttle-Flight-Simulator
-vacuum chamber
-Mission Control Center
-guided tour with Flight Director
-Apollo Mission Control Center
-ISS-simulators, tour with ESA-astronaut Hans Schlegel
-Shuttle Mockup
-Neutral Baoyancy Laboratory
-visit to JSC Visitor Complex
-presentation of the SEI at the Space Center
-detailed talk with employees of the Space Center
-end about 9 pm

Special Thanks to:
Chief Jack Walley (Houston Fire 71), Aaisha Ali (JIMMS contract), DonnaKitchen
(JIMMS Contract) , Alan Strahan (NASA), Peter Dailey (Jacobs Contract), Mark
Hammerschmidt NASA), Stephanie Walker (JSC), Michaela Benda (Space Flight
Training Instructor), John M. Curry (Flight Director), Allison Benjamin and James S.
Semple III (Education) for all their efforts
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The top-security areas of the JSC
Dirk Schlichting (student, 16 years old), Team Germany, Mission 2, Munich

Tuesday, July 4th
I wake up. We're for 23 hours on the road now. Everyone is tired, not except the
drivers. I don;t know where we are now - I slept too long. Somewhere in Texas I
think. Suddenly - I see rockets behind some trees. Huh? We arrived in Houston,
passing by Johnson Space Center! Great! Finally this never-ending trip from KSC,
Florida, to JSC, Houston, Texas, really comes to an end.
We don't enter the Space Center because tomorrow we'll get enough chance to get it
worth known. Our destination was the Houston Fire Department 71. One year ago
Ralf and Yvonne had been to this fire brigade - being welcomed, having fun and
taking a lot of pictures. They told them they would be back again next year - and they
do so. Now Ralf and Yvonne are happy that the firefighters haven't forget them. Anne
and me give them some presents during the best dinner I ate in the States. Thank
you for your friendship, HFD! I've never met such a friendly group of chaps. Just as it
wouldn't be anything special they gave both Anne and me a shirt and some Patches.
I'm surprised - in a positive way of course...
Luckily they have some space for our driver to sleep in the brigade - the rest of us
sleeps in a Motel. Next morning one of our three vans picks him up again, we meet at
some parking site of Johnson Space Center. Without wasting a minute we jump on
the bus - our tour begins. The top-security areas of the JSC are going to be seen we're even allowed to take place in the real Mission Control room of earlier times from the first Mercury flights until after STS-51L, the Challenger catastrophy. It's
amazing to sit at the original places and desks! The other higlight of the day was that
we are led through the real Shuttle simulators and Space Station training modules hopefully my future working place... it's really interesting! "Thank you" to our tour
guide and also Hans Schlegel, a german astronaut, who spends the time to give us a
tour in german language!
This evening we have a briefing to discuss the next days, and so we write our mails
and reports afterwards.
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Moscow, Mars and More 2007
Moscow, May 26th, 2007
The big town is glowing because of the heat and the hustle and bustle; you can see it from an altitude
of 10.000 meters. Over one of the big suburbs the pilot of the A319-plane starts the approach for the
landing. Every suburb is as big as Leipzig or Stuttgart. It’s he first time we land on the new airport
Vnukovo. Nothing here is like before. Everything is modern and new. The ride into the town with our
18-seat-bus goes off smoothly, for a few rubles (25 Dollars approx.) we had the whole bus alone. The
accommodation of the students at the host families worked without any troubles. (Thank you!)
The city of Moscow became more coloured. That’s very remarkable. There is no grey anymore. It
disappeared. Colossal buildings are now at places, which were still empty in January. The renovated
walls are coloured and clean and the humans are various. They wear loose dressings and all the
magic gadgets, which were invented in the world (MP3-Player, mobile phones with cams, GPS…)
In fact, even Harleys were driving through the centre of the town.
The people became rich. Moscow left the growing cities of Asia behind and the unemployment rate
dropped down to 0.2%. Every person has a job and everyone of the growing number of inhabitants is
able to pay for his expensive flat. People, who have problems with taking care of their children, get a
new flat from the government as a gift. You can feel that president Putin increased the stability of the
country. His period of office is maybe the most stable time in the history of Russia. A few years ago
the Russian population lost 1 million people in their demography history, but now the situation
changed and more children are born. New horizons opened.
Some of the agendas were hard and many people – foreigners too – complained and told them off.
But the Russians got their pride back and thought about their moral standards. They arrived in the
economy of the world and know the value of their resources. You can grouse, if you want, too, but
everybody would do it the same way. The instabilities of Jelzins period of office are far away and the
bad image of the Russian mafia and the Soviet Union are far way too. This nation is not a nation of
Soviets anymore; it’s a nation, which can stand up with pride.
The vision of a dignified future is back again and it is more coloured.
“Lose your inhibitions, come here and watch it yourself!”
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The Moscow Institute for Aviation and Spaceflight (MAI)
May 27th, 2007
The sun is still standing high at 6 o clock. Today two groups of students will visit the
MAI. The subjects are possibilities for the education on the way to aviation and
spaceflight. The gates of this very secret institute will open today for our five students
of the 3rd mission and six students of German host families in Moscow. Of course the
professors of the visited institutes are just able to give an overview, but they showed
how various the jobs are. Between the engineer and the visionary everything is
included. Some things the students recognized the students from their previous work
and the television. But other things were a secret until now and the students just
could stand and watch amazed. In some areas, even photographing was forbidden.
But it is reflected in the reports of the students.
For the first time, as a sign of gratitude for the good cooperation with the local
German school and the friendly accommodation of our students in their host families,
we allowed a group of exchange-students to join us on our trip. They were a bit
younger but nevertheless had a lot of fun, even if the day was very strenuous. The
Russian spaceflight showed its openness and invited some of them as companions
for further programs. The workmates became more interested. The headmaster
wants to increase the possibilities for further education for his teachers, too. We are
proud because we could show that it’s possible.

Ź The Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI)






Founded in 1930
Many famous students and lecturers (for example Tupolew)
Koroljow and Mischin worked at the MAI in the 1950s
Today’s number of students: 15.000
60% of them are from the Asia-Pacific region

The institute is opening its study courses for western students. Please contact the
SEI for internships at the MAI or further education for teachers.
Costs of being a student at the MAI in Moscow: 700$/month approx. (Russian
language courses and rental fees for a room in the dormitory included, rents for a
room in Moscow start at 520$ minimum!)
Note: Because there are mostly no comparable study courses in other countries, the
MAI degrees are often not politically accepted. However, companies will accept
them, especially the degrees in the study courses that appeared in our report.
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Fascination space – Once universe and back
Ursula Liebach, German school of Moscow, 10 B, 16 years, reports on her 1st contact
with spaceflight as a guest student on a field trip of the German Space Education
Institute
Moscow, May 30th 2007
“Nevertheless, the infinite width of the universe has an almost quite uncanny
attraction and fascination which pulls the people in her spell since millenniums.
Unconsciously it is often to us as important basically the space research and the
flights are in all for us people.
Too far away the satellites and space stations appear to us but, nevertheless, people
already venture out in the darkness since decades. Often enough we have driven
past the Juri Gagarin monument and have asked ourselves how one has to fancy the
life back in those times.
Nevertheless, the possibility came up to us with five German students who together
with their supervisor had developed a lunar rover, called "Moonbuggy", and had now
come on an expedition to Moscow. As their hosts we could join them on a trip to the
world-renowned training city for cosmonauts, the "star city".

There we always got an answer to our numerous questions. At first we were
confronted with the space suit (outside board suit ORLAN) for outside work on the
spaceship. There were two of us in the suit and could understand how the
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cosmonauts feel. We visited the faithful model of the space station MIR in which the
cosmonauts have trained before their takeoff. We got to know how much technology
is necessary, just that one can go on the toilet (under zero gravity everything is a little
bit differently ...) as start and landing run off what can come up with a landing
everything to the astronauts (landing in the desert, in the water, in the ice ...) . We
might slip in the SOKOL suit and sit down to the seat, in embryo posture in specially
on the form of the cosmonaut. We have seen the spaceship simulators with which
also the German scientist, Thomas Reiter, has practiced. Of course we could also try
space food and had to find out that all of them have a very concentrated taste (the
taste in space decreases because of the higher blood pressure in the head and on
the tongue).
We have visited training places, like a big swimming-pool were the modules are
placed underwater and the cosmonauts could simulate the work outside the space
station in a zero gravity environment. Last but not least we also visited the centrifuge
in which the reaction under huge forces is tested.
For that purpose, an arm, 18 m in radius, rotates horizontally and the cockpit with the
cosmonaut also turns several levels, so that a three-dimensional movement is
created. It is also interesting that the power which is needed to move the device (30
MW) is sufficient to illuminate a small town.
It is fascinating what the people have performed, perform now and will perform in the
future and we are especially fascinated that we live here in a country which owns a
big scientific potential and considerably contributed to the history of space
exploration.”
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Highlight: Meeting with Anousheh Ansari
November, 18th: Yvonne (german ambassador for space education) and her students met space
tourist Anousheh Ansari in Strassbourg. Ansari donate the X-Prize and was in space (september
2006). The both young woman are like sisters. Yvonne´s students translated Ansari´s spaceblog into
german. Ansari invited Yvonne and the students to the next X-Prize-Days to New Mexico in
autumn 2007. She want to be the god mother of Yvonne´s babygirls, end of december.

Strasbourg, November 18th of 2006,Vanessa Gstettenbauer
It is Thursday afternoon; I am in school and sitting in my classroom. This time Ralf is
calling me. “Vanessa, are you sitting? You won’t believe, we are on our way to Berlin
and are going to meet Anousheh!!!” I guess I misheard…“Wow!“ That was our big
wish and it is great that worked, but it’s a pity that we cannot be in Berlin to meet her.
Next day I get to know, that the meeting was postponed on Saturday in Strasbourg.
And we are going to be there, too!
On Saturday morning I wake up very early. Today it is the date we waited for since
the translation of Anousheh’s blog. I nearly cannot believe. Later we sit in the car to
Strasburg: Yvonne, Ralf, Stefan, Nadine and me. On the way we get a call from
Anousheh. She tells that she is glad to meet us. We are glad, too!
At last we arrive at the Strasburg Hotel.
Thereon we enter the Hotel and wait for Anousheh in the lobby. All at once the face
we just saw on NASA TV is standing right in front of us and greets us. We give her
the flowers and the official German version of her spaceblog we translated while she
was on ISS.
Next we tell her much about the Space Education Institute, our aims and the visions.
She is really cordially and receives all with a bright smile. She also tells about her
experiences and aims as an ambassador. Now we go to the university. I sit in the car
of the professor Simpson with Anousheh and Yvonne to help her in speaking English.
While we went to the University we are talking about lots of things. She invites you to
the Cup of X-Price Fondation in October 2007 in New Mexico.
Again I thanked her for having written this great, special and unbelievable blog, full of
personal, emotional and affecting memories which show us, why we also want to go
into space. It is so great that she supports the space travel even after her space flight
and wants to publish the vision of space in the whole world, especially children she
wants to give the vision.
Anousheh Ansari is just unbelievable. Her touching character, how she wrote the
spaceblog, her amazing strength to abide by her dream of space and her big will to
potentate these wonderful and unforgettable experiences to other people, proves
this.
Now we arrived in the international Space University of Strasburg in which we get a
little guide through the entrance hall. There are many design models of important
space modules: For example the model of the ISS. Anousheh shows us where she
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slept, ate, docked or just floated best. It is so amazing, that a person, who is staying
right next to me, really was in this little floating thing in space…

Thereafter Anousheh showed us her private video of her being in space on ISS. The
video you cannot describe. We saw Anousheh doing her favorite things in space,
eating, sleeping, floating or her beautiful view out of her window. We find lots of thing
she wrote in her blog. Now we can imagine all the things like washing her hair a bit
better. “Watching the world go by“ is just one of the many text passages we find in
the video. While a very emotional part of the film, which touched me very much, we
saw tears in her eyes. She wants to go back.
Anousheh donated us many patches of her mission. Thereafter we asked some
questions, like what her husband says to her plans, dreams and visions. She
answers just, that on the day they married she said to him, that she will never leave
him, except there is a possibility for her to fly into space and he understood.
Now we go back to the cars. In front of the wall of the University we take some
photos for our Institute, the press and the own photo albums. Anousheh is used to it
and smiles into the camera. After this she greets the succeeding missions of SEI in a
video.
For the lunch we go back to the hotel. There we remember that we don’t have much
time any more and that is why we decide to eat just in a café. There we find a great
table for us all.
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At first the autographs of Anousheh get signed. This autograph will get a big place in
my room. Now Yvonne wonders if Anousheh want to become the godmother of
Cosma. She is touched and approves it. The first woman space tourist will bet he
godmother of Cosma. Yvonne does not stop to smile.
Unfortunately it is time for us to leave. Just a bit sad we say goodbye. We want to
meet her
again. At the latest in October 2007 in New Mexico, she says smilingly.
It was a big dream which came true today. Anousheh Ansari is amazing, what it
noticed today and I will never forget it.
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Project report Moonbuggy 2007

Prepared for:

the design competition for the „Great Moonbuggy Race“ of the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) of NASA in Huntsville, USA
and
as work of students for the grading commission of the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI)
in Moscow, Russia
by the
student team „Mission 3“ of the German Space Education Institute, Leipzig

Project Support Organization Germany:

German Space Education Institute
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Vocations, registered association
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ɜɵɫɨɤɨɬɟɯɧɢɱɟɫɤɨɦ ɢ ɚɤɚɞɟɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɦ ɩɪɨɮɟɫɫɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɨɦ ɧɚɩɪɚɜɥɟɧɢɢ, ɡɚɪɟɝɢɫɬɪɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɨɟ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɨ
Wurzner Str. 4, D-04315 Leipzig
Tel: +49 (0) 341-68139 –86; Fax: -89
www.spacepass.de
Amtsgericht Leipzig VR 4401
Commerzbank Leipzig 86040000, Konto 8102099810

Administration:
Ralf und Yvonne Heckel
Consultants:
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Prolog:
The participation in this annual announced design competition by NASA achieves for the first
time internationality because of the work of a German student team. So far, exclusively USteams took part in this competition. The point is the putting of technical challenges to the
jouth, connected with the motivation on the work of an engineer, connected with the aims to
explore other planets and of course connected with young people having fun in contacting and
sportive activities. Thereby, ethic values get accord, which convey the inquiring mind.
The young students have to develop a vehicle which is operated by muscular strength
according to the demands of a commission ( constiting of head designers of the appollo lunar
rover in friendly contact with the designers of the lunochod). It has to withstand high
parameter and demands. It also has to function on a historical area in Huntsville / Alabama
and is jugded in different disciplines. All technical, economical, financal and organizatinoal
questions have to be solved by the students by themselves. There are two disciplines which
differ in the age (High-School and College). Also the construction of the vehicle and the
accomplishment of the team seperately are jugded.
The German team has to accomplish much higher challenges. It has to solve additively the
logistic of the flight from Leipzig to Huntsville, financing of that and the transport of the
vehicle in the baggage. No fraction is permitted to be bigger than 80cm.
According as the mind of an international cooperation in space travel, this vehicle is dedicated
to the 95th birthday of Wernher von Braun and the 100th birthday of Sergej Pavlovich
Korolev by the students.
On this account, this work is presented to be judged also in Moscow. This is connected with
the hope of an active interest in a proceeding international cooperation and interest of the
russion students in assembling of an own student team of MAI for the Moonbuggy Race in
Huntsville 2008.

graphic creations of the Moonbuggy team
left: Patch of the Moonbuggy Team for Huntsville
right: offprint 50/100 years Sputnik/Korolew on productes of Bruno Banani
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NASA Requirements
-

A team of students
human powered (one or both passengers); energy storage devices- such as springs,
flywheels or others- are not allowed.

-

Un-Assembled Dimensions- Prior to course testing, assembly judging is conducted the
morning of the race, prior to the first run. The un-assembled vehicle must fit (or be
collapsible) to fit in a volume of maximum dimension 4'x 4'x 4'. A container of this

-

-

dimension will be placed over the collapsed or un-assembled moonbuggy for
verification.
Weight- the vehicle must be lifted and carried 20 feet by the two passengers, without
aid of any sort (e.g., no wheels) in the unassembled 4'x 4'x 4' volume.
Assembled Dimensions- the maximum width of the assembled vehicle is four (4) feet,
including wheels. There are no constraints for height and length of the assembled
vehicle.
Students are expected to build their own buggies, and the course drivers, chosen from
each team, must also be builders of the vehicle.
No constraints are imposed in the means of contact between the buggy and the
simulated lunar surface. NASA encourages creativity and participants are open to
using wheels, belts, treads, etc.

-

No body part of either passenger may be closer than 15" to the flat surface on which the
vehicle is supported.

-

The vehicle must have a turning radius of 15 feet or less.
For safety reasons, it is recommended that the center of gravity of the "vehicle plus
passengers" be low enough to safely handle slopes of 30 degrees forward and
sideways. Any moonbuggy exhibiting handling characteristics or other vehicle
dynamics that are deemed unsafe or unstable by the judges will be disqualified from
the competition.
Each vehicle must have seat restraints for each of the two passengers. The restraints
must be worn during runs of the course.
All sharp edges and protrusions must be eliminated or guarded as necessary to the
satisfaction of the judges.
The vehicle must be equipped with the following elements: simulated TV camera
(approximately 2" x 3" x 6"), simulated high gain antenna (minimum diameter of
reflector: 2'), two simulated batteries (each approximately 4"x 6"x 8"), moon dust
abatement devices (aka fenders) over each wheel, simulated electronic controls- radio
and display console (total combined minimum size 1 cubic foot) and national or
school flag. These items (and their sizes) will be checked prior to, and after each
course run.

-

Rules for the Pilots:
- 1 female, 1 male
- Eye protection (e.g. goggles or face shield), head protection (a bicycle helmet), and
appropriate clothing (gloves with fingers, long pants, socks, shoes, short or long
sleeved upper garment covering the torso) must be worn during operation of the
moonbuggy.
- No appendages such as stilts may be used on the feet of the moonbuggy passengers.
- Pushing the moonbuggy with a pole or other implement is not allowed.
- The consumption of alcoholic beverages or controlled substances by any team member
at any time during the event is strictly prohibited and is grounds for disqualification of
the team.
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Penalties:
- Before the race:
- No carrying of the buggy:
- Bigger than 4 feet:
- No 15“ distance to the floor:
- Too expanded:
- Arriving too late to the start: after 5 min:
after 10 min:
The Race:
- Obstacle penalty:
- Descending per intercept
After/before the Race:
- No things like camera, fender, etc.

2 min
2 min
2 min
2 min
4 min
disqualification
1 min or no penalty
1 min

0:30min

Disqualification:
- missing an obstacle
- 10 min late start
Penalty Appeals:
The scoring decisions of the judges are considered to be final. Only in extraordinary
circumstances should appeals of penalties be proposed. If the appeals process is chosen, the
advisor/instructor or the team leader must submit the appeal of the penalty. Appeals must be
submitted in writing to the scoring tent within 1/2 hour of the posting of the score in question.
The team risks forfeiting 1 standard penalty if the appeal is rejected. The final decision of the
Great Moonbuggy Race Director shall prevail.

Original design of the Apollo Lunar Rover Vehicle (LRV), different elements are obligation with the
Moonbuggy
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The application:
We consulted in December 2006 about the receiving of the challenge to take part in the race.
For that, photos and videos were analyzed and a book (essay of the Space Education Institute,
writer Ralf Heckel) about the Race 2006 was studied. After that, an operational mockup was
built from sheet metal. We also resolved, if we can accomplish organizationally and
financially this challenge in addition to the regular task (free periods, afternoons, weekends,
holidays) Accordingly, there was a positive decision.
Thereupon, we registered in January 20th of 2007. Then we prepared the 6 rooms (75m²)
provided from the German Space Education Institute. Since the end of january 2007, we have
been endured with: a training classroom, a computerroom for CAD supported construction, a
technical room for constructing with a blackboard and shelves for technical constructional
elements, a little factory, a corridor and a toilet.
In Feburary 2007, there was a positive answer of Huntsville. Directly after that, we started to
construct in the winterholidays.

20.1.2007: after the construction of the model, discussion on computer, registration on NASA
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Basic Construction:
We talked about the demands of NASA.Different design principles are rethought. Because of
the weight, we plumped for front-wheel drive, in whom the powers of both pilots are
combined. This spares various double group of components.
To save the operation in hard territory and to save on complex technique at the chassis, we
elected a commuting frame. The unsprung construction was not used at a vehicle in our
knowledge. The unsprung rear axle shall be able to rotate at +- 30° to the residual chassis.
Springs, dampers and a diagonal balancer shall only uphold the front axle. There the biggest
powers arise as we saw in the video of the Moonbuggy Race 2006.
To maintain the given dimensions, we constructed the moving simulation of a pilot with a
pedaling move as per bike. Then there were two pilots superimposed into that simulation. The
holding of the seats and all other dimensions of the vehicle are due to these both motion
sequences.
The foldability and the statics of that posed the hardest challenge. Additionally, we had to
consider that every thing is accepted by the airlines. We decided in favor of three main
articulars and various demountable components.

Simulation: This animating simulation demonstrates the students the technical possibilities

The basic construction of the frame side view with the flap mechanism
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Drive Mechanism:
To ensure the right conversion of the power plant, we dealt with the racetrack. This has a
length of 1125 meters. The record rests with 3:50 minutes (so 230 seconds). We detected the
average speed.
Length of the route: 0.7 Mile = 1.126 km = 1126 m
(conversion: 1 Mile = 1,609344 kilometer)
Minimun time:
230 sec
(found: description of the route of the MSFC out of the internet)
1126 Meter : 230 Seconds = 4,89 m/s
4,89 m/s x 3,6 = 17,62 km/s
So it is necessary to achieve a average speed of 17,62 km/h:
We determined a pedaling frequenzy of 1 rotation per second (1/sec) as cruising speed on the
bike by tests with the bike simulation. So we have to convert about 230 pedaling movings
(230 seconds : 1/sec) as full frequenzies of the pedals on the racetrackt.
1126 meters : 230 treads = 4,89 meters per frequenzy of the pedal
So 1 tread (full rotation of the pedal) comes up to 4,89 meters driving route.
Now we determined the revolution speed of the drive wheel. Therefore we measure its
circumference.
Dimension: 24 Zoll
Circumference: 1.89 m (measured with inflated wheels)
4,89 meters per frequenzy: 1,89 meters wheel circumference = 2,59 frequencies
So the drive wheel has to rotate 2,59 times faster than the pedal has to.
The medial transmittion ratio comes up to circa 1:2,6
Now we choose a gear. We opt for a 4-gear plantery drive (hub gear change of a bike,
company Schimano) We found out the transmission ratio in the internet:
1. gear 1:1
2. gear 1:1,244
3. gear 1:1,5
4. gear 1:1,843
(origin: producer, internet)
We decided to place our calculated of 1:2,6 on the 3. gear and to arrange the proportion given
by the axle gear with the choice of various spocket wheels.
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The following factors persuaded us:
1. There have to be reseves for faster driving
2. There has to be a slow gear because of the obstacle „sand“, here much power is
needed
3. a choice for the 3. gear would relate to a choice of the upper revolution speed
Now we try to compensate the conversation number of the transmission with 1:1,5 with our
calculated demand of 1:2,6 by setting fixated transmission ratios. For that we count the teeth
of the possible gearwheels and list them.
available number of pinion: 6
Teeth:

1. pinion: 16 teeth
2. pinion: 21 teeth
3. pinion: 23 teeth
4. pinion: 24 teeth
5. pinion: 34 teeth
6. pinion: 42 teeth

transmission total: 2,59
transmission at the gear: 1,5
An equalization is in demand.

We write a programm of calculation and put all the information as well as all sizes of the
gearwheels. Hence we detect out of 50 possiblities the following eight proportion of
revolutions personated in the diagramm which move in a sensible tolerance zone.
Germ an Moonbuggy
250,00

200,00

150,00
(42/ 23/23/23)
(42/ 21/23/ 23)
(42/ 21/16/ 21)

100,00

(42/ 21/16/ 23)
(34/ 16/16/ 23)
50,00

(34/ 23/23/21)
(24/ 23/23/16)
(24/ 21/23/ 16)

0,00
1

2

3

4

-50,00

-100,00
Gang
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We settle for the dark blue line (see legend above, 1. line). So we adopt the following
gearwheels in the distribution of forces: 42/23/23/23 teeth. The compensation of the
postulated propotion of transmission of 1:2,59 in opposite to the axle gear with 1:1,5 will
principally result from the propotion of the number of revolutions of the first both sprockets.
These sprockets have 42/23 teeth, so they have a propotion of transmission of 1:1,826. This
addes up to the following totalized propotion of transmission together with the gear.
1,826 x 1,5 = 2.739
1:2,739 conform approximately to the proportion of transmission calculated by us of 1:2,59
We decided additively to provide two more gearwheels in the distribution of forces directly at
the gear to guard against surprises during the improvement. These gearwheels are allowed for
being a passive component without an active gear chance.
A rebuilding shall occur with sparse hand grips while staying but not while driving by
additive mechanics. We do not want to design too much technics to keep the vehicle facile.

The calculated drive mechanism and its technical elements. The passive gear change is red.

The front axle with 6 grooved ball bearing, 2 cardan joint, frame and wheel bearing.
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Technical implemetation

1. Debate and building of an operational mockup (not to scale)
2. Collection of various components of bikes
3. Consultation about the configuration
4. Fixation of the best solutions at a blackboard
5. Implementing into design drawings
6. Replication of various components in paper and paperboard
7. Solving of ocurring technical problems, changing of the drawings
8. Organisation of facory tours, taking of technical impulsions
9. Construction at the computer
10. Assigment of industrial companies to produce the components
11. Procurement of other finish parts (machine parts, bike parts, motorcycle parts)
12. Composition and implementation of the base frame
13. Construction based on the available components
14. Perpetually implementation and modulation by mechanical rework
15. Completion of the function, test runs, dissection
16. Surface treatment (galvanic)
17. Test runs
18. optic completion
19. Final checking by means of the NASA’s parameter
20. Rework
21. Dissection and packing as baggage

Materials and technologies
Wheels:
Gadflies:
Actuation:
Navigation:

Downhill-wheels 24/3 Zoll, aluminum (the most stable at the market)
4 x 6-Hole disc brake with tackle
2 Pedals on linkage, 2 gear changing on front axle, cardan shafts
Handholds on front wheel attechment, rod endings, contorted floating bearing
On press plates, adjustable tie rod, steergeometry on rear axle
Frame:
steel ST 38, box section, special parts out of high-grade steel, WIG
Fits:
H-fits, J-fits, X-fits
Bearings:
6 exemplars, 20x42x12 with dustcovers
Seats:
angle steel, bolster with belts
Electricity: 12 Volt/9,6 Volt, 5 Ah, illumination, bugle, on-board computer, intercom
1,5 mm² braid (voltage covering up to 3000 V, isolation not combustible),
Covering 5A, ignition switch
Springing:
in front: twice MZ 251, back: Torsion of the frame undamped
Stabilisation: torsion bar out of 12 mm corrugation steel
Attack angle: 0 up to +-12 degree adjustable
Lintel:
8 degree
Feature:
Frame can be flapped three times and wangled once, self-locking
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The economical implementation
We set up a list of the necessary parts on the basis of technical sketches and the performing
work. With the fact we state that it is very much and we cannot finance these parts on our
own. Also we cannot master different production processes without technical assistance and
machines.
We use the knowledge of the specialist areas marketing/sponsoring/economy obtained by the
German Space Education Institute. In addition we divide our team and assign different tasks
for the advertisement of partners and sponsors. One picks firm contacts out of the industry,
another telephones with them and asks for support. We win some companies like the
publishing house "Spektrum der Wissenschaft" and public utilities Reichenbach, receive at
industrial companies however excluding refusals. Without technical aid we do not get ahead.
The German Space Education Institute advises us, not to employ with the industry but with
small and private companies of the middle class. In addition they invited the chairman of
Federal association of the medium-size economy. This man hardly understands us, but advises
us to go with a clear technical problem to the firms.
Thus we make dates with small and middle firms. We get to our surprise assurings. We make
operating inspections at different companies, see production processes of metalworking and
go with different problems to the firms in and around Leipzig (e.g.: Leoliner vehicle GmbH,
Rayonic laser cutting engineering, Dreherei Guenter Jakob, Kugel- and Rollenlagerwerk
Leipzig, hydraulic aluminum extruding, Dreherei Wittenbecher, Conrad electronics, Saturn
market).
To our surprise they are all set to help us. But with the learned knowledgewe have to face
more problems. There are things of which we had not thought about before. So we have to be
acquainted with for example the different kinds of steel/aluminum/brass, whose firmness,
specific weights, treatment processes, alloys and the different kinds of the fits between
elements. We experience that accurate designs for further applications at the CNC machines
or laser gumption apparatuses are important. Thus we are acquainted with CAD/CAM
software.

the Sindelfinger newspaper reports on 10th of March in a large expenditure about the Leipziger commitment
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After only three weeks all conceptions are transferred into tidy computer designs. Many
construction units must be revised several times. From a bicycle Shop (Bike department Ost,
Leipzig) we receive first equipment. We apply with our constructions and also some
experience without the assistance of the Institute in the respective hometowns Stuttgart,
Munich and Reichenbach. This happens during the working-days and in free school hours.
Thus the companies Maedler GmbH, BVS Blechtechnik, firm Heeß-Technik and W+SMetallbau assured after a respective presentation of our project. We arise in addition with tidy
project briefcase, a video on DVD and our space suit.
The general tenor is: "Such an engaged youth work for technical new generation has to be
supported."
Important for us is now the representation of these companies and their commitment. They
became important for us and we want to give something back. Thus we look for press
contacts and inspire different editors of the project. In newspapers of Stuttgart and Leipzig
they write about us and use thereby our daily reports. This increases the motivation of the
staff of the supporting firms. They help us also beyond the assured measure. This motivates
again us.
The marketing and looking for partners take approx. 50 per cent of all work on the
Moonbuggy. Nevertheless about 50 designs result also from the strong support of the two
directors/conductors of the Institute, Ralf and Yvonne Heckel.
The mentioned companies process the given orders and donate their work to require time and
the material without costs.

Vanessa and Nadine at the 26th of March with the finished chassis and
the starting number
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Improvement
Not everything can function at first attempt. We have to let different parts work on later again.
There were problems with the different fits (tight fit, firm seat, solvable seat, easily sliding
parts, loosely sitting parts with small play). Many dimensions take place in a area of 100
millimeter.
We notice the fact that steel on steel is not suitable for movements and put disks from brass
between them. Also we found problems when you weld high-grade steel with steel, therefore
different parts are again made.
The firmness of individual construction units must be considered several times. Thus we weld
technical and bracings or place additional spacer pieces ago (front wheel suspension). Against
cracking we bore small holes for on strongly loaded parts or leave roundnesses instead of
corners.
In order to avoid unpleasant surprises to secure the timetable and have more selection during
the test travels, we let different parts manufacture doubly. Also we use passive chain wheels,
in order to facilitate the optimization during the test travels.
The following components have to be optimized and partially rebuilt:
-

the suspension had to be strengthened,
a stabilizer had to be build in
the steering gear (Lenkung) had to be revised
one additional derailleur (Kettenschaltung) had to be build in and tightened
the bumper (Stoßfänger) had to be placed more highly
the (Voderradaufhängung) had to be complemented by two brazen sleeves
(Messingbuchsen)

different parts are given doubly in order,
in order to prevent by after productions application errors
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Test run
The buggy was finished at Good Friday (April 6th, 2007) at midnight. Immediately, we used
this possibility, mounted the reflectors and drove to the test area. All worked brilliant, only
the pilots had to get used to the vehicle. So, the pilot Nadine accelerated house wall
(Lenkfehler).
On the basis of the know-how of the pilots with other improvements could be dealt.
Altogether we had 2 days for test runs, then the buggy had to be demounted again for the
flight baggagae to Huntsville.

Now it’s working!

First run in the night (04/06/2007)

First test run at day (04/07/2007)

Obstacles are no problem!

...also the fear is overcome.

Technical reporting after the test run
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Technical Information
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Costs
We have to apply 1025 Euro per person for the air passage/overnight accomodation/rented car
and meal in Huntsville. We got these costs in six month's work by contacts. At the beginning
no firm came through. After the permission by NASA some firms gave us little amounts of
100 euro. Briefly before the completion of the equipment others gave up to 600 euro. It was
always a heavy course and costs overcoming. Predominantly medium-size firms assured
support and commitment, not the large-scale industry.
Our responsible persons finance their travel expenses and the institute over donations by
Bruno Banani and allowances of international promoters. There are no national subsidies for
this project and this work.
The race and the participation in Huntsville doesn´t cost anything. Untiringly anxious about a
permission as a first foreign team Professor Dr. Jesco von Puttkamer exerted itself.
At the 29th of March the Moonbuggy had a value of approx. 7000 euro. This consists of the
provided parts and the performed work of the firms. For example: Precision machine parts of
Maedler (approx. 1800 euro), in the laser separation process worked on metal by Rayonic
(approx. 1800 euro), special productions on the CNC turning lathe (1200 euro), electronics of
Saturn and Conrad (280 euro), bicycle parts of the Bike department Ost (1400 euro), TIG
weldings (600 euro), referring the seats (approx. 150 euro). An accurate list can be requested.
Specified are not the accommodations, tools, computers, about 1000 driven kilometer,
telephone costs, overnight expenses, food supply, teaching and working hours, provided by
the German Space Education Institute. All of this was donated privately by Yvonne and Ralf
Heckel by civil commitment.
For each sponsoring the German Space Education Institute issues a donating and/or a gift in
kind receipt. Behind the Team Germany of the Moonbuggy Race 2007 stand altogether 51
private people and medium-size firms with an applied total volume of approx. 20,000 euro.

without this three persons and without their preperation of long standings:
from the left to the right hand side: Yvonne und Ralf Heckel (SEI-chairmen)
under discussion with CEO Larry Capps and Mrs. Ladwig (Northrop-Grumman Managerin),
Prof. Dr. von Puttkamer (NASA-HQ, Washington); April 2006 in Huntsville
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Design drawing
(see attachements)
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The Team „Mission 3“

from the left to the right
Yvonne Heckel

ambassador for space education (NASA, MAI),
2nd chairwoman of SEI, Coach of the team, 32

Nadine Trautner

Team Stuttgart, Mission 3, student at Goldberg Gymnasium
Sindelfingen, Moonbuggy Pilot, 16

Fabian Hoffmann

Team Leipzig, Mission 2, student at Ostwald Gymnasium
Leipzig, teamleader, 18

Stefan Martini

Team Munich, Mission 3, student at Rupprecht Gymnasium
Munich, Moonbuggy-Copilot, 16

Vanessa Gstettenbauer

Team Stuttgart, Mission 3, student Goldberg Gymnasium
Sindelfingen, announcer, 16

Thommy Knabe

Team Reichenbach, Mission 3, student at Goethe Gymnasium
Reichenbach, Moonbuggy Mainconstructor, 16

Ralf Heckel

project manager, 1st chairman of SEI, Coach of the team, 37

Teamkontakt:

mission3@spacepass.de
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Partners
Industrial partners of the
German Moonbuggy Team
bruno banani underwear GmbH Chemnitz
Rayonic Laserschneidetechnik
Leipzig
GmbH
Mädler GmbH
Stuttgart
Bike Department Ost GmbH
Leipzig
Dreherei Günter Jakob GmbH &
Holzhausen
Co. KG
Spektrum der Wissenschaft
Verlagsgesellschaft GmbH
Heidelberg
Martini Service
Munich
LEOLINER Fahrzeugbau GmbH Leipzig
Althaus Galvanik- und
Pulverbeschichtungs GmbH
Leipzig
Wittenbecher Maschinenbau
Leipzig
GmbH
Fotostudio Knabe
Reichenbach
BVS Blechtechnik GmbH
Böblingen
Stadtwerke Reichenbach GmbH Reichenbach
W+S Metallbau GmbH
Mylau
Adams Laden- und Messebau
Leipzig
GmbH
Velowelt Leipzig Michael
Steglich & Alexander Sarodnik
GbR
Leipzig
Conrad electronic
Filiale Leipzig
Heeß Technik
Aidlingen
Sattlerei Werner Kübler
Schkeuditz
Hydro Aluminium Extrusion
Rackwitz
GmbH
S-Cape GmbH
Reichenbach
SATURN am Hauptbahnhof
Leipzig
Kugel- und Rollenlagerwerk
Leipzig
Leipzig GmbH
Alippi GmbH
Zwickau
Partners for the physical
training
Fitness-Tempel
Pink Power
INJOY
A.J's Health und Fitness

Calw
Böblingen
Reichenbach
Munich

http://www.brunobanani.com/
http://www.rayonic-laser.de/
http://www.maedler.de/
http://www.bdoleipzig.de/

http://www.astronomie-heute.de/artikel/869332
http://www.lfb.de/
http://www.althaus-galvanikpulverbeschichtung.de/

http://mon.de/ch/knabe/
http://www.bvs-blechverarbeitung.de/
http://www.swrc.de/

http://www.adams-leipzig.de/

http://www.velowelt-leipzig.de/
http://www.conrad.de/
http://www.heess-technik.de/

http://www.hydro.com/
http://www.s-cape.com/
http://www.saturn.de/
http://www.krwleipzig.de/
http://www.alippi.de/

http://www.fitness-tempel.de/
http://www.pink-power-online.de/
http://www.injoy-reichenbach.de/
http://www.ajs.de/
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Timetable in Huntsville/AL
April 10th, 2007
April 11th, 2007

April 15th, 2007

Flight to Huntsville
Assembly of the German Moonbuggy
(Transportation in disjointed pieces in the flight baggage)
14 Uhr christening in front of the „von Braun Research Hall“ of the
University of Huntsville (UAH), patron: President of the University
starting 8 am, race; race number 25, 2 runs
7 pm, „Get together“ in El Palacio, 63 guests of US-Teams
Morning: Viewing the race of the Universities
Afternoon: Demounting of the Moonbuggy for the departure
Midday: Departure (15 hours, above Atlanta and Paris)

April 17th, 2007

11 am, press conferenz in Leipzig, trade show of Leipzig (AMI)

April 12th, 2007

7 pm, big party with all the Moonbuggy-partners and guests of the
Russian space travel, Leipzig, SEI

April 12th, 2007
April 13th, 2007
April 14th, 2007
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Epilog
The building of the Moonbuggy and accepting of challenges were a great experience for the
students, projects manager and partners. The enthusiasm, the group dynamic and encouraging
words of all partners have created a result, which lies far far away from the average.
Deep views of production processes, techniques and the everyday life in the industry could be
won. Particularly the practical experience for students and teachers in the workshops of the
partners to test things on their own, are exemplary and must be absolutely developed.
The finally experienced support, friendliness and helpfulness after a first phase of distrust are
unusual without comparison and for our country.
To be allowed to work on a goal with enthusiasm and this exclusive by diligence for reaching
precision and obstinacy - is a valuable property.
After the won impressions at the side of this project I can recommend this to each teacher:

“Go with a clear project and a high challenge in the medium-sized businesses, show your
will, achievement and motivation,
test things on you own,
trust the students more and more,
let them in the run of time everything do on their own
and you will experience a magic moment with their personality development.”

Ralf Heckel,
chairman of SEI
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The blog about the Moonbuggy Race 2007:
http://www.astronomie-heute.de/artikel/869332

NASA about the German Team:
http://www.nasa.gov/nso
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/informal/features/F_Canadians_Germans_Join_Moonbug
gy_prt.htm

Nächste TV-Sendungen:
Deutsche Welle TV, April 8th, 2007, every hour
SWR, May 7th, 2007, 10 p.m.
MDR, Hier ab Vier, April 2007

Next events:
5th April 2007, 10a.m.
press conference at Bike Department Ost, Leipzig

17th April 2007, 10a.m.
press conference at the im car palor of the exposition in Leipzig (press center AMI)

2nd – 18th May 2007
lecture tour through German Highschools,
chance to join for prospects for the „Mission 4”
19th May 2007, 19 Uhr
„thanks-event“
the Team thanks his partners for their engagement
everyone who took part and crossed his fingers is invitated
(registration necessarily, overnight stay is placed) )
Film demonstration, visiting card exchange, culture program, Buffett, grill,
night travel for the SEI-school observatory (8 km)
special guests: 2 professors of the MAI, Russia
Place: German Space Education Institute, Wurzner Str. 4, D-04315 Leipzig

20th May 2007
Flying hours for team members

26th Mai – 3rd Juni 2007
Excursion with students to Moscow
(Starcity, preparation manned Mars flight, space travel institute school of the German message,
appearance in the first Russian TV program)
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Teamphoto

April 7th, 2007, Leipzig; The German Moonbuggy Team after the first test run
f.l.t.r.: Vanessa Gstettenbauer, Nadine Trautner, Stefan Martini, Thommy Knabe
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